
A DISCUSSION ON IMMANUEL KANTS CONCEPT OF THE CATEGORICAL

IMPERATIVE

Immanuel Kant (â€“) argued that the supreme principle of Thus, at the heart of Kant's moral philosophy is a conception
of . obligations for Kant, and are discussed in the Metaphysics of Morals and in Religion.

Kant supposes the case of a man who is so much absorbed in his own grief that the calamities of others do not
touch him. Since Kant presents moral and prudential rational requirements as first and foremost demands on
our wills rather than on external acts, moral and prudential evaluation is first and foremost an evaluation of the
will our actions express. Kant thought that there would be perfect and imperfect duties. The Categorical
Imperative is devised by Kant to provide a formulation by which we can apply our human reason to determine
the right, the rational thing to do -- that is our duty. He also argues that human reason informs us of this rule
and guides us in applying it. Finally, moral philosophy should say something about the ultimate end of human
endeavor, the Highest Good, and its relationship to the moral life. But my car keys are valuable only as tools
that perform a taskâ€”namely, the task of starting my car. People think it wrong to kill, lie, steal, and break
promises. Although reason cannot directly instruct me to sympathize with this or that person, it does instruct
me to sympathize with the whole race of humans. This is true of God but the evil in humans is possible. If
their value thereby becomes the source of the rightness of our actions â€” say, our actions are right if and
because they treat that self-standing value in various ways â€” then her reading too is teleological. There is a
great deal of controversy among commentators regarding the exact form of his arguments, as well as their
success. They do not, however, tell us which ends we should choose. We do not think of these as being
instruments for any further benefit, but instead appreciate them for what they are in and of themselves. For
instance, consider the question whether we can cognize the I as a substance that is, as a soul. If both people act
for the right reasons, then both are morally worthy, even if the actions of one of them happen to lead to bad
consequences by bad luck. With lying, it would logically contradict the reliability of language. In this reply,
Kant agreed with Constant's inference, that from Kant's premises one must infer a moral duty not to lie to a
murderer. This is the example that he starts with in the Foundations, and the one that he devotes the most time
to. Our reason gives us universal and necessary principles of mathematics, principles of logic, and, in this
case, a principle of morality. Philosophers who enjoy abstract moral theory are particularly attracted to this
one since it presents an alluring conceptual challenge. What is the function of reason? So since we cannot will
as a universal law of nature that no one ever develop any talents â€” given that it is inconsistent with what we
now see that we rationally will â€” we are forbidden from adopting the maxim of refusing to develop any of
our own. Other immoral maxims do not lead to explicit internal contradictions like this, and, instead, Kant
tries to show how they lead to external contradictions. He rests this second project on the position that we â€”
or at least creatures with rational wills â€” possess autonomy. If it is possible to will that everyone act
according to that maxim, then the action under consideration is morally permissible. This seems to be
supported by the fact that Kant used the same examples through the Law of Nature Formula and the Humanity
Formula. We cannot do so, because our own happiness is the very end contained in the maxim of giving
ourselves over to pleasure rather than self-development. Kant himself did not think so in the Groundwork of
the Metaphysics of Morals. He argues that despite the theoretical impossibility of knowledge of these objects,
belief in them is nevertheless a precondition for moral action and for practical cognition generally. Kantian
analysis To run this case through the CI procedure, we first need to identify Martha's maxim.


